Abstract. For the disadvantages of orthogonal wavelet transform multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm(WTMMA), such as slow convergence rate, large mean square error, and immerging in partial minimum easily, an orthogonal wavelet transform multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm based on Tabu search DNA genetic optimization algorithm(DNAGA-WTMMA) was proposed. Firstly, DNA populations were initialized by using double-stranded DNA form to select the single-stranded DNA sequences as the representative strands of individuals. Secondly, Tabu search strategy was introduced into crossover operations to avoid circuitous search, ensure the searching different paths, and escape from local optimum. Thirdly, in order to speed up the convergence rate and avoid premature convergence, the probability of crossover operation was decided by dynamic adaptive probability based on population prematurity degree index. Computer simulations show that, compared with multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm(MMA) and WTMMA, the proposed algorithm has the fastest convergence rate and the smallest mean square error.
Introduction
In wireless communication, blind equalization technology without sending the training sequence is one of important methods of suppressing the inter-symbol interference(ISI) caused by complicated communication channel and limited bandwidth. In the blind equalization algorithms, the constant modulus blind equalization algorithm(CMA) has good equalization performance for constant modulus signals, but it has large mean square error for high-order QAM signals. While the multi-modulus equalization algorithm(MMA) with the amplitude and phase information of output signals can reduce effectively the mean square error(MSE). Orthogonal wavelet multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm outperforms MMA in equalizing multi-modulus signals. However, the weight vector of the CMA and the MMA is updated by gradient search method, therefore, they are easy to fall into local convergence and difficult to obtain the global optimal solution [1] .
Genetic algorithm(GA) has stronger robustness and global random search abilities and can find global optimal solution in complex, multi-peak large solution space. However, the traditional genetic algorithm is easy to fall into premature convergence and its convergence speed is slow [2] . DNA computing proposed by Adleman in 1994, has strong ability of parallel computing, can be used to search all potential solutions. Due to the nature connection with DNA computing and genetic algorithm, DNA computing is introduced into genetic algorithm to improve the performance of GA [3] [4]5] [6] . Tabu search algorithm(TS) is a global search algorithm with short-time memory, a tabu list (movements in the list were temporarily forbidden) and an aspiration criterion changing the content of tabu list are adopted [7] [8] . Therefore, we introduce tabu search algorithm into DNA genetic algorithm to improve the performance of DNA genetic algorithm.
Based on the above analysis, an orthogonal wavelet transform multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm based on tabu search DNA genetic optimization algorithm(DNAGA-WTMMA) is proposed. This proposed algorithm uses cost function of the WTMMA as the fitness function of DNA-GA, then uses DNA-GA to solve the cost function of the equalizer to find optimal individual. Compared with multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm(MMA) and orthogonal wavelet transform multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm(WTMMA), the proposed algorithm has the fastest convergence rate and the smallest mean square error. Fig.1 . WTCMA based on DNA-GA First, orthogonal wavelet transform multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm(WTCMA) [9] is shown in Figure 1 . In Fig.1, ( 
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WTMMA Based on Tabu Search DNA Genetic Optimization Algorithm
DNA coding. DNA molecule is composed of adenine(A), guanine(G), cytosine(C), and thymine(T). Therefore, equalizer weight vector will be coded by these four bases. In order to facilitate computer processing, we use integer 0,1,2,3 to denote these bases, for example, A,B,C,and D denote 0, 1, 2, and 3,respectively. Meanwhile, the digital coding of bases must obey the matching rule between complementary base pair. So, DNA molecular can be represented by the number of quaternary.
Tabu crossover operation. The tabu search strategy is introduced into the crossover operation of GA to tabu crossover operation. Tabu crossover operation uses tabu list to record the fitness of individuals in population. Firstly, the "best so far" state is denoted by _ _ best so far S , and it is initialized by mean fitness of parent population. The procedure of tabu crossover operation can be illustrated as follows( There are three different crossover operation: replacement crossover operation, translocation crossover operation and reconstruction crossover operation.
Replacement crossover operation is shown in Figure 2(a) . A pair of parents can be obtained by choosing randomly two individuals from the population, then some bases, whose quantity and position is same for two parents, are selected randomly. Then, two individuals exchange the selected parts to produce two new individuals.
. Crossover operations
Translocation crossover operation is shown in Figure 2(b) . First, one individual from the population and one part in this individual are randomly selected, then this part moves to another location in this individual to produce a new individual.
Reconstruction crossover operation is shown in Figure 2 (c). A pair of parents can be obtained by choosing randomly two individuals and marked as A' and B'. We cut one part from the rear of parent A', and then this part is added to the front of parent B'. Since the length of the individual is fixed in DNA-GA, one part with the same length of the cut one is randomly generated and is added to the head of parent A', while the same length part is tailored from the rear of parent B'.
Mutation crossover operation occurs among all the individuals in the current population to generate various individuals. According to the principle of biology, there exist "cold spots" and "hot spots" in different locations of DNA sequence. We define the left half of the nucleotide bases of DNA sequence as the high bit position and the right half as the low bit position. In order to improve the global search ability at the beginning stage of evolution, we set a larger mutation probability for the high bit position. In order to obtain the global optimal solution and make the search of local optimal solutions be more accurate, the mutation probability in the high bit position is required to be reduced and the probability in the low bit position is required to be increased over generations. Hence, at the ending stage of evolution, the low bit position with a larger mutation probability enables the algorithm to find an accurate optimum solution. The adaptive mutation probabilities mh p and ml p are given by
where mh p and ml p represent the mutation probability of the high bit position and the low bit position, respectively. Coefficient 1 a denotes the initial mutation probability, coefficient 1 b is the range of the mutation probability. Coefficient 0 g is the turning point of hot spots and cold spots, and a is the rate of change.
Selection operation. The individuals for the next generation is also an important process. In this paper, tournament selection is used, in which two individuals are compared against each other and the one with higher fitness value advances into the next generation. Note that elitism is also used in conjunction with tournament selection in attempt to guarantee the best individual is replicated into the next generation.
Adaptive crossover probability. Premature convergence must be considered in DNA genetic algorithm, because the premature convergence of the GA tends to make the population diversity decline. The updating speed of population is determined by crossover operation probability. The crossover operation probability is adjusted by population fitness value to improve the performance of DNA genetic algorithm.
We define that 
We define the premature degree index of population r P as follow: The probability of DNA genetic algorithm is decided by the premature degree index of population, thus, we can obtain basic crossover operation probability as follow: (18) where c τ = 2.2. From above, we can obtain replacement crossover operation probability, translocation crossover operation, and reconstruction crossover operation probability Step2:Initialize population according to corresponding coding method. Firstly, the equalizer weight vectors are denoted by double-stranded DNA molecule. Then selecting single-stranded DNA sequence whose fitness value is higher between two single-strand DNA sequence to represent the individual. Then, high-quality population and inferior population are divided into two groups according to individual fitness value. The best individuals are duplicated into next generation.
Step3:Execute the tabu crossover operation. We set up tabu list and initialize _ _ best so far S . Two individuals from the population are selected randomly, and replacement crossover operation and translocation crossover operation are executed according to corresponding probability. If both replacement crossover operation and translocation crossover operation aren't executed, reconstruction crossover operation is executed according to probability. Those operations are repeatedly carried out to create N/2 new individuals. Finally, those new individuals are put into population, we will get 3N/2 individuals.
Step4: Mutation operation for each individual. For each individual, if the mutation occurs, the original individual is replaced with the mutated one. After carrying out mutation operation, tournament selection operations are executed to create M-1 new individuals. Those new individuals and elite form new population. Finally, the corresponding complementary single-strand DNA sequence is generated and the fitness value of all individuals is computed.
Step5: Judge with the genetic interrupts condition. If the condition of maximum evolution generation is met, the individuals with largest fitness value from all the single-strand DNA molecules are selected as the best individuals. Otherwise, we repeat from step 2 to 4 until that the stop condition is met. Finally, the optimal solution will be obtained by decoding those best individuals, and then it is used to initialize the equalizer weight vector.
Simulation Experiments
In order to verity the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, simulation experiments were completed and compared with the MMA and WTMMA. Figure 3 shows that the proposed algorithm has the fastest convergence rate and the smallest mean square error comparison with the MMA and WTMMA. Due to tabu search algorithm and the premature degree of population are introduced into DNA genetic algorithm, thus, the convergence rate is improved significantly and shortcoming of premature convergence also are overcame. Figure  3 shows that the constellation of the proposed algorithm is more compact and clear than other two algorithms.
Conclusion
In order to improve the performance of blind equalization algorithm, an orthogonal wavelet transform multi-modulus blind equalization algorithm based on tabu search DNA genetic optimization algorithm (DNAGA-WTMMA) was proposed. Tabu search algorithm was introduced to crossover operations to avoid circuitous search, ensure that the different paths can be searched, and escape from local optimum. The crossover probability based on the fitness value of population is adjusted to improve convergence rate significantly and reduce mean square error of WTMMA. Therefore, compared with the MMA and WTMMA, the proposed algorithm is more suitable for real-time signal processing in communication system.
